
FAT CAT 727 ELECTRONIC DARTBOARD                $32.58 
 

The perfect addition to any family game night is classic darts with the 
Fat Cat 727! Featuring a wall saving 13” dartboard target face, you’ll find 
space on even the most cramped walls and reign triumphant over your 
foes. Surrounding the target face is a large missed dart catch ring to 
protect your wall from errant throws while the board features convenient 
dart storage, holding up to two sets of darts. The 727 features 18 dart 
games, including cricket and 301, and over 96 scoring options and 
variations to assure that you’ll never run out of family fun! Popular 
options include Single In/Out, Double In/Out and Double Bull.  
The stylish color scheme is the classic red, green and cream on a dark 
black that is synonymous with darting excellence. With segments 
constructed from durable thermal resin, you don’t need to worry about 
your board breaking after only a few dart nights. Furthermore, the 727 
features precision engineered concave segment holes that lock in your 
shots and angled spider, to help eliminate bounce outs. This dartboard 
comes equipped with an automatic LED scoreboard with cricket display, 
so you’ll never have to worry about inaccurate scorekeeping. 

A simple six key interface makes the 727 easy and quick to use. The key 
options include: On/Off, Game, Play/Next, Bounce/Eliminate, Option. 
Multiplayer options support up to 8 players, so no one needs to sit on 

the sideline. Included with your dartboard, are two sets of starter darts, so you are ready to play right out of the box. The 
727 is powered three AA batteries, so it’s easy to move and store, without cables. The 727 can also conserve battery power 
and electricity with its sleep and auto power off feature. 
 
• Compact 13” Target Face. 
• 18 Games with over 96 Options 
• Durable Thermal Resin segments withstand your toughest throws again and again. 
• Up to 8 player, multiplayer, including team play. 
• Includes 6 soft-tip starter darts and a one year warranty. 
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